
Chapter 5 
Section 4(1) Evaluation 
FTA 10-14-08 

P. 5-13, 3rd  paragraph 
Figure 5-2 shows the preferred Airport Alternative with park impacts. Please correct 
language. 

p. 5-15, De Minimis Impacts 
The demolition of an historic property would not, on its face, appear to be a de minimis 
impact. Please expand this discussion to demonstrate that the demolition of the 
properties appears to be de minimis in relation to their larger historical context, and 
mention that the agency officials will consider alternative views of consulting parties and 
the public when determining such effects. 

p. 5-27, Application of 4(f) 
Describe the current land use of the proposed station entrance touch-down area. Discuss 
the amenities of the touch-down area, and describe how the value of the area will be 
altered by the structural and human impacts of the proposed station. Include a current 
photo of the touch-down area. 

P. 5-29, Alakea Street 
1st paragraph 
FTA has not reviewed technical discussion of "pedestrian safety problem" referred to in 
the first paragraph. The assumption that every minute four pedestrians would arrive at 
the entrance to the parking lot at the same time as one vehicle is implausible. Passengers 
bound for the CBD would arrive in groups matching the train's headways. Passengers 
arriving to board would arrive at random through-out the day and in larger numbers 
during peak periods. Similarly, vehicles would arrive at random throughout the day and 
at higher levels during peak period. There is no discussion of the parking structure 
capacity, and the discussion is presented as though capacity is limitless and there is a 
continual procession of pedestrians and vehicles. 

2nd  paragraph 
There is no discussion of a makai side station entrance in the preferred alternative, yet 
there is a discussion in the Alakea Street Station proposal. Why is this? Wouldn't the 
makai street entrance for the preferred alternative present the same Nimitz crossing 
problems? Be consistent. 

The discussion of increased travel-time and decreased transit user benefits should be 
supported by technical documentation or removed from the paragraph. Treat other 
station entrance alternatives similarly. 

The document paragraph states, "Depending on the design of the entrance on Alakea 
Street, it might also entirely block the entrance to the parking garage and force the Project 
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to provide another entrance." Please read this sentence carefully. Would HTS 
purposefully design such an entrance? Remove this entire paragraph. 

Why is there no discussion of a station entrance on the south side of Alakea? 

Send photographs to FTA documenting the street and sidewalk conditions at this 
intersection. 

p. 5-32 
Walker Park and Irwin Memorial Park: include simulations (see figure 5-25) looking 
towards the west and the east respectively. 

Addendum: 
Please send the one-page DEIS Abstract for review and comment. 
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